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Deep-red and near-infrared organic lasers
based on centrosymmetric molecules with
excited-state intramolecular double proton
transfer activity
Chang-Cun Yan1,2,3†, Zong-Lu Che2†, Wan-Ying Yang2, Xue-Dong Wang2*
and Liang-Sheng Liao1,2*

Organic lasers that emit light in the deep-red and near-infrared (NIR) region are of essential importance in laser commu-
nication, night vision, bioimaging, and information-secured displays but are still challenging because of the lack of proper
gain materials. Herein, a new molecular design strategy that operates by merging two excited-state intramolecular pro-
ton transfer-active molecules into one excited-state double proton transfer (ESDPT)-active molecule was demonstrated.
Based on this new strategy, three new materials were designed and synthesized with two groups of intramolecular reson-
ance-assisted hydrogen bonds, in which the ESDPT process was proven to proceed smoothly based on theoretical cal-
culations  and  experimental  results  of  steady-state  and  transient  spectra.  Benefiting  from the  effective  six-level  system
constructed by the ESDPT process, all newly designed materials showed low threshold laser emissions at approximately
720 nm when doped in PS microspheres, which in turn proved the existence of the second proton transfer process. More
importantly,  our  well-developed NIR organic  lasers  showed high laser  stability,  which can maintain  high laser  intensity
after 12000 pulse lasing, which is essential in practical applications. This work provides a simple and effective method for
the development of NIR organic gain materials and demonstrates the ESDPT mechanism for NIR lasing.
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 Introduction
Organic solid-state lasers (OSSLs) with light weight, tun-
able  emission  wavelengths,  mechanical  flexibility  and
simple fabrication  processes  have  been  intensively  in-

vestigated  in  terms  of  material  development,  device
design  and  mechanism  study1−5.  Notably,  compared  to
visible OSSLs,  near-infrared (NIR) organic lasers,  which
are  potentially  applied  in  laser  communication,  night 
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vision,  bioimaging,  and  information-secured  displays,
are  still  in  challenge6−10 because  of  i)  the  intrinsic  fast
nonradiative decay  of  narrow  band  gap  organic  materi-
als according to the energy gap law11,12 and ii) the lack of
an  effective  energy-level  system13.  An  effective  energy-
level system can lead to easier population inversion des-
pite  fast  nonradiative  decay,  which  can  result  in  low-
threshold lasing through stimulated emission5.  For most
organic  laser-active  materials,  a  quasi-four-energy  level
system  can  be  constructed  by  vibronic  levels  of  the
ground  state  (S0)  and  the  first  excited  state  (S1),  which
cannot be guaranteed when the band gap between S0 and
S1 becomes  sufficiently  small14.  Therefore,  constructing
an  effective  energy  level  system  is  the  key  to  achieving
low-threshold NIR organic lasers.

In recent  years,  various  strategies  have  been  de-
veloped to  construct  four-level  systems,  such  as  the  in-
troduction  of  excimers15,  charge  transfer16,17,  energy
transfer18,19,  cocrystal  engineering20−23,  and  excited-state
intramolecular  proton  transfer  (ESIPT)24,25.  Therein,  in
the ESIPT process, a real four-level system can be formed
by four electronic energy levels: S0 and S1 energy levels of
the normal form and S0 and S1 energy levels  of  the tau-
tomer  form26−28.  To  date,  benefiting  from  the  ESIPT
mechanism,  a  large  number  of  organic  gain  materials
with high  gain  properties  have  been  successfully  de-
veloped  based  on  3-hydroxyflavone29,  1,5-dihydroxyan-
thraquinone30,31,  2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole24,32,
10-hydroxybenzo[h]quinoline33, 2’-hydroxychalcone25,34,35,
etc. For most of these organic gain materials,  the result-
ing  laser  emissions  are  in  the  visible  region.  Recently,
several  approaches  were  employed  to  expand  the  lasing
wavelength to  the  NIR  range.  For  example,  by  introdu-
cing intramolecular charge transfer interactions, a series
of  donor-acceptor  type  2’-hydroxychalcone  derivatives
have  been  designed  and  synthesized  by  our  group  and
others,  which  showed  deep-red  to  NIR  laser  emissions
with low thresholds36−40.  Similarly,  Schiff  base  molecules
were also reported as gain materials of organic nonlinear
optical  lasers  with  deep-red  emission41. By  further  ex-
panding the  conjugated  system  and  introducing  a  cas-
caded excited-state  intramolecular  double  proton  trans-
fer  (ESDPT)  process,  organic  lasers  with  emission
wavelengths  toward 900 nm can be achieved42,43. Never-
theless, earlier studies were mainly focused on individu-
al  cases  without  universal  molecular  design  strategies.
Furthermore, the molecular structure and property rela-
tionship is unclear for most NIR organic gain materials.

Considering the deficiencies in NIR organic gain ma-
terials,  a  general  molecular  design  strategy  of  “merging
two in one” was developed in this work. By merging two
molecules of previously reported 2’-hydroxychalcone de-
rivatives  into  one  new  molecule  in  a  centrosymmetric
way, a  series  of  NIR  organic  gain  materials  were  de-
signed and synthesized, which not only dramatically ex-
panded the  conjugated  systems  but  also  provided  mo-
lecular  structures  for  the  ESDPT  process44.  Compared
with the template  molecules,  all  of  our newly developed
materials exhibited  dramatically  redshifted  photolumin-
escence  (PL)  when  dissolved  in  dichloromethane  and
doped in polystyrene (PS) films. In addition, the ESDPT
process can proceed smoothly in these molecules accord-
ing to  the  theoretical  calculation  and  experimental  res-
ults of steady state and transient spectra. Laser perform-
ance  studies  showed  that  all  the  materials  can  achieve
ESDPT lasing around 720 nm, which proved the feasibil-
ity of the “merging two in one” strategy in the develop-
ment  of  NIR  laser-active  materials.  More  importantly,
our  newly  designed  materials  also  exhibited  high  laser
stability that  can maintain a  relatively  high laser  intens-
ity after  12000  pulses  of  consecutive  excitation.  We  be-
lieve that the described molecular design strategy in this
work is  transferrable  to other ESIPT-active gain materi-
als and will ultimately stimulate the development of NIR
organic lasers.

 Results and discussion

 Molecular design and synthesis
As shown in Fig. 1(a), three D-π-A type 2’-hydroxychal-
cone  derivatives,  HPMP,  HPPP  and  HPJP  (the  IUPAC
names for all the compounds can be seen in Supplement-
ary  information),  with  different  electron  donor  groups,
were chosen as the template molecules.  By merging two
identical template molecules into one new molecule in a
centrosymmetric  way,  new  molecules  can  be  formed
with not only dramatically expanded conjugated systems
but  also  two  groups  of  intramolecular  hydrogen  bonds,
which provides the possibility of the ESDPT process. The
syntheses  of  the  model  and  target  molecules  are  shown
in  Schemes  S1  and  S2.  HPMP,  HPPP  and  HPJP  were
synthesized according to a previously reported method25.
DHN-DMP,  DHN-DPP  and  DHN-DJP  (Fig. 1(a))  were
synthesized  according  to  our  newly  designed  synthetic
route.  Taking  DHN-DMP  as  an  example,  the  synthetic
route  was  started  from  our  previously  reported
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compound  3,  which  can  be  converted  into  DMN-DMP
through  a  Claisen–Schmidt  condensation  reaction  with
compound 2. Subsequently, the target compound DHN-
DMP can be successfully synthesized by a demethylation
reaction  of  DMN-DMP.  DHN-DPP  and  DHN-DJP  can
be obtained using the same method. The chemical struc-
tures  of  all  target  compounds  were  characterized  by
single  crystal  X-ray  diffractions  (Figs.  S1–S3 and Tables
S1–S3).  The  intermediates  DMN-DMP,  DMN-DPP and
DMN-DJP were also investigated for comparison.

 Photophysical properties
The  ultraviolet ‒visible  (UV ‒vis)  absorption  and  steady
state photoluminescent (PL) spectra in dichloromethane
(DCM,  10−5 M)  of  all  materials  were  measured  at  room
temperature (Fig. S2 and 1(b)). The maximal absorption
wavelengths of HPMP and HPPP are approximately 440
nm, and the maximal absorption wavelength of  HPJP is
475 nm, indicating stronger electronic coupling between
the donor and acceptor of HPJP in the ground state. All
newly  designed  molecules  show  redshifted  absorption
peaks,  mainly because the expanded conjugated systems
can effectively lower the highest  occupied molecular or-
bital-lowest  unoccupied  molecular  orbital  (HOMO-
LUMO) energy gap45,46. Compared with DHN-DMP and
DHN-DPP,  DHN-DJP  also  showed  stronger  electronic
coupling between the donor and acceptor in the ground
state  for  a  35-nm  redshifted  absorption  (535  nm  for
DHN-DJP and 500 nm for DHN-DMP and DHN-DPP).
Analogously, the  PL  spectra  of  all  newly  designed  mo-
lecules  exhibit  obvious  redshifts  compared  with  their
template molecules. Next, the UV‒vis absorption and PL
spectra of the target and template molecules were meas-
ured by doping them into polystyrene (PS) at a concen-
tration of 1.0 wt%, which showed similar trends to those
in  DCM  solutions,  indicating  that  redshifted  emission
can  be  successfully  achieved  by  the  “merge  two  in  one”

strategy.
To  better  understand  the  effect  of  our  molecular

strategy on  the  photophysical  properties,  the  photolu-
minescence quantum  yields  (PLQYs)  of  these  6  mo-
lecules in DCM solutions and in PS films were carefully
tested. In general, the PLQYs in PS films are higher than
those in  DCM  solution  owing  to  the  effective  suppres-
sion of molecular vibrations in PS films. The results also
showed  that  the  PLQYs  of  the  target  compounds  were
much  higher  than  those  of  the  template  compounds  in
both  DCM  solutions  and  PS  films,  possibly  because  the
stimulated emission  cross-sections  of  the  target  com-
pounds  were  dramatically  enhanced.  DHN-DJP showed
the  highest  PLQYs (3.2% in  DCM solution and 7.1% in
PS  film),  which  were  much  higher  than  those  of  DHN-
DMP  and  DHN-DPP.  This  indicates  that  the  julolidine
group of DHN-DJP can effectively immobilize the amino
group  and  inhibit  molecular  vibration47.  DHN-DPP
showed  the  lowest  PLQYs  (0.8%  in  DCM  solution  and
1.4% in PS film) because of the vibration and rotation of
the triphenylamine  group.  The  low  PLQYs  of  our  de-
signed materials mainly result from the fast nonradiative
decay according to the energy gap law.

 ESIPT processes
Subsequently, we studied the ESIPT processes of our tar-
get  compounds.  Every  molecule  contains  two  groups  of
resonance-assisted  hydrogen  bonds  (RAHBs)31,  which
provide the structural basis for two ESIPT processes.  As
shown in Fig. 2(a), tautomer A (TA) can be formed after
the  first  ESIPT  process,  and  tautomer  B  (TB)  can  be
formed  if  the  second  ESIPT  can  proceed  smoothly.  To
determine  the  thermodynamic  properties  of  the  ESDPT
process,  density  functional  theory  (DFT)  calculations  at
the  TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)  level  were  performed
with  DHN-DMP  as  an  example.  As  shown  in Fig. 2(b),
the first ESIPT process can go smoothly because there is
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no  energy  barrier  and  transition  state  between  N*  and
TA* (“*” means excited state). For the second ESIPT pro-
cess,  a  transition state  (TS*)  can be  found between TA*
and  TB*,  and  a  3.4  kcal/mol  energy  barrier  has  to  be
crossed.  Compared with TA*,  the energy level  of  TB* is
slightly lower, which indicates that TB* is relatively more
stable than TA*. As the energy level is low enough to get
over with the help of thermal activation at room temper-
ature,  the  proton transfer  process  from TA* to  TB*  can
occur in thermodynamics. From this point of view, pro-
ton transfer from TB* to TA* is also possible in thermo-
dynamics,  for  which  the  energy  barrier  is  4.0  kcal/mol.
Therefore,  the  second  ESIPT process  may  be  inversible,
and TA* and TB* coexist in the excited state. After radi-
ative  transition  processes  from  TA*  and  TB*,  unstable
TA and  TB  can  be  formed  in  the  ground  state.  The  re-
verse  proton  transfer  processes  can  proceed  smoothly
from  TB  to  TA  and  from  TA  to  the  normal  form  (N)
without any energy barrier.

Next, the UV‒vis absorption and PL spectra of DMN-
DMP, DMN-DPP  and  DMN-DJP  both  in  DCM  solu-
tions and PS films were tested as comparation, for which
no  ESIPT  process  can  occur  because  of  the  absence  of
RAHBs. As shown in Figs. S8 and 3, both the absorption
and emission  peaks  of  DMNs (DMN-DMP,  DMN-DPP
and DMN-DJP are collectively called DMNs here) show
dramatically  hypochromatic  shifts  compared  with  those

of  DHNs  (DHN-DMP,  DHN-DPP  and  DHN-DJP  are
collectively  called  DHNs  here).  The  PL  peaks  of  DMNs
are in accordance with the calculation results of N* emis-
sion,  indicating  that  there  is  no  N*  emission  in  the  PL
spectra  of  DHNs.  In  all  PL  spectra  of  the  DHNs,  two
peaks can be observed, in accordance with the calculated
TA* and TB* emissions, which proved the coexistence of
TA* and TB* emissions. The ESDPT process can be fur-
ther demonstrated by the fluorescent lifetimes of  DHNs
in  PS  films  at  different  wavelengths  (Fig. 3(b), 3(d) and
3(f)). As shown in Fig. 3(b), both the decay transients at
650 nm and 685 nm involve two decay components (τ1 ≈
0.4 ns and τ2 ≈ 1.0 ns), which may be assigned to the life-
times of  TA* and TB* emissions for the partial  coincid-
ence  of  these  two  emission  peaks.  Similar  phenomena
can be observed for DHN-DPP and DHN-DJP (Fig. 3(d)
and 3(f)), indicating the universality  of  the  ESDPT pro-
cess in our designed DHNs.

To  further  confirm  the  ESDPT  process,  the  transient
absorption  of  DHN-DPP  in  PS  film  was  measured.  As
shown  in Fig.  S9, a  small  peak  of  the  excited-state  ab-
sorption (ESA) can be observed at 0.2 ps, and the intens-
ity of the peak raised gradually before 0.6 ps. It indicates
that a  new  excited  state  is  formed  after  0.2  ps.  Interest-
ingly, a new peak emerged after 0.4 ps, which became the
major  peak  gradually.  The  intensity  of  the  ESA  peaks
reached  a  maximum at  0.7  ps  and  only  one  broad  peak
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can  be  observed  because  of  the  overlap  of  these  two
peaks. Afterwards,  the  intensity  of  the  broad  peak  de-
creased  gradually  without  new  peak  formed.  According
to  the  previously  reported  work,  the  ESIPT  process
should  be  very  fast  (kept >  1012 s−1)26−28.  Therefore,  the
first ESA peak can be assigned to TA* state which can be
formed in  0.2  ps.  The  second  ESA  peak  should  be  as-
signed  to  TB*  state  which  can  only  be  formed  on  the
basis  of  TA*  state.  Because  of  the  lower  relative  energy,
TB* should be the major excited state when the equilibri-
um formed  between  TA*  and  TB*,  which  is  in  accord-
ance with the phenomenon that the second peak became
the major peak at  0.7 ps.  Overall,  the ESDPT process of
our designed molecules can be further proved by transi-
ent  absorption  spectrum.  It  is  worth  noting  that,  this

kind of ESDPT process is not easy to achieved due to the
fact  that  most  of  reported  molecules  containing  two
groups of intramolecular hydrogen bonds were proved to
carry out only one ESIPT process44,48−50. Although sever-
al molecules have been reported to be able to realize ES-
DPT or  cascaded  ESDPT  process,  our  designed  mo-
lecules are still very important in the mechanism study of
ESDPT process51−53.

From the results of DFT calculations and experiment-
al results, an ESDPT process of target compounds can be
supposed,  as  shown  in Fig.  S10. First,  the  target  mo-
lecules  can  be  excited  into  N*  by  excitation  light.  N*  is
unstable and can be converted into TA* through the first
ESIPT process.  TA*  can  go  through  the  second  revers-
ible  ESIPT process;  as  a  result,  a  balance can be formed
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between  TA*  and  TB*.  Then,  TA*  and  TB*  fluoresce
through radiative  transition,  generating  TA and  TB,  re-
spectively. TB can undergo a reverse proton transfer pro-
cess  to  form TA,  and TA can undergo  a  second reverse
proton transfer process to form N. At this point, the ES-
DPT process is  completed.  In this process,  light absorp-
tion occurs  in  the  N form,  and light  emission occurs  in
the  TA  and  TB  forms.  For  TA*  emissions,  a  four-level
system  can  be  formed,  which  is  essential  for  stimulated
emissions.  For  TB*  emission,  a  more  effective  six-level
system can be formed, which was proven to achieve las-
ing  more  effectively42,43.  More  importantly,  the  further
energy  decay  in  the  second ESIPT process  can  induce  a
narrower  emission  bandgap,  resulting  in  a  redshifted
emission. Therefore, the introduction of the ESDPT pro-
cess  is  a  practical  strategy  in  the  development  of  NIR
laser materials.

 Laser performance
To study the laser performances of our newly developed
molecules,  DHN-doped PS  microspheres  were  prepared

according  to  a  previously  reported  method43.  As  the
UV‒vis absorption and PL spectra were not dramatically
changed with increasing doping concentration (Fig. S11),
1 wt% was chosen as the doping concentration to main-
tain  their  monomolecular  properties.  As  shown  in Fig.
4(a),  PS  microspheres  with  regular  morphology  and
smooth  surfaces  can  function  as  whispering  gallery-
mode  (WGM)  optical  cavities54,55,  and  evenly  dispersed
DHN can be used as gain media so that laser devices can
be easily constructed under the pumping of pulsed lasers.
Figure  S12 shows  the  bright-field  image  of  a  selected
single microsphere, and Fig. 4(b) shows the correspond-
ing  PL  micrograph,  showing  evenly  deep-red  emission.
The  scanning  electron  microscopy  image  (inset  in Fig.
4(b)) of a single PS microsphere exhibits a perfect circu-
lar  boundary  and  ultrasmooth  surface.  The  PL  spectra
were  collected  with  a  homemade  micro-photolumines-
cence system (Fig.  S13),  which showed a  series  of  sharp
resonance peaks (Fig. 4(c)). The space between the indi-
vidual  resonance  peaks  (Δλ)  increases  with  increasing
emission  wavelength  and  decreasing  dimeter  (D)  of  the
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individual microsphere. Figure 4(d) shows a good linear
relationship between λ2/Δλ at the 700 nm position versus
D of the PS microsphere, conforming to the typical char-
acteristics of a WGM resonator56.

The  laser  performances  of  DHNs  were  next  studied
with a 532 nm nanosecond pulsed laser as  the pumping
source. With the increase of the pumping density, a set of
laser  peaks  with  a  center  wavelength  around  720  nm
gradually  emerged (Fig. 5(a, d, g)). From the  above  ana-
lyses, the laser emission at 720 nm should be assigned to
TB* emission, which, in turn, proved the ESDPT process
in DHNs. Figure 4(b, e, h) show the relationship between
the  PL  intensity  and  pumping  density  of  DHN-DMP-,
DHN-DPP-  and  DHN-DJP-doped  microspheres,  from
which the lasing thresholds were calculated as 26.6, 18.4
and 16.7  μJ/cm2,  respectively.  The  quality  factors  (Q)  of
these  three  microsphere-lasers  were  calculated  as  1964,
1075 and 909 respectively according to their full width at

half  maximum  intensity  (FWHMs)  and  peak
wavelengths  (Q = λ/λFWHM)37.  The  difference  of  the Q
factors may result from the difference of the qualities of
the microspheres which were selected in random. DHN-
DJP-doped  microspheres  showed  the  lowest  lasing
threshold  despite  the  lowest Q factor,  agreeing  with  the
highest PLQY  of  DHN-DJP  among  these  three  mo-
lecules.  DHN-DMP-doped  microspheres  showed  the
highest  lasing  threshold  and  the  highest Q factor, pos-
sibly  because  of  the  localized  aggregation-caused
quenching induced by the strong intermolecular interac-
tion  between  two  adjacent  DHN-DMP  molecules45.  For
DHN-DPP, the  large  steric  hindrance  of  the  triphen-
ylamine  group  can  prevent  localized  aggregation.  As  a
result, DHN-DPP-doped  PS  microspheres  exhibit  a  rel-
atively  low  lasing  threshold.  For  comparison,  we  also
tested the laser performance of DMN-DJP-doped PS mi-
crospheres.  A  355-nm  pulsed  laser  was  used  as  the
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pumping  source  according  to  the  absorption  spectrum.
In contrast,  no laser emission or spectral  narrowing can
be  observed  when  we  gradually  increase  the  pumping
density (Fig. S14). This indicates that laser emission can-
not  be  easily  achieved  without  an  effective  energy  level
system.

To investigate  the  laser  stability  of  the  PS  micro-
spheres  doped  with  our  new  gain  materials,  the  laser
emissions were measured for 12000 pulses consecutively
at  a  pumping  density  of  47.8  μJ/cm2.  As  shown  in Fig.
5(c) and 5(f), for the PS microspheres doped with DHN-
DMP and DHN-DPP, the laser intensities were still kept
at a high level after 12000 excitations. From Fig. S15, we
can find that DHN-DPP-doped PS microspheres showed
the best  laser  stability.  For  DHN-DJP-doped  micro-
spheres, the laser emission is much less stable due to the
obviously  reduced  laser  intensity  (Fig. 5(i) and S15(c)).
In general, the degradation of gain materials is regarded
as the main factor in laser deactivation57.  From the view
of the chemical structures of our new molecules,  the ju-
lolidine group in DHN-DJP is more electron-rich and, as
a  result,  more  easily  oxidized  by  oxygen  from  air.  For
DHP-DPP,  the  phenyl  groups  in  the  triphenylamine
group  can  effectively  reduce  the  electron  density  of  the
nitrogen atom by the conjugation effect, which stabilizes
the molecular  structure  in  air.  Overall,  our  newly  de-
veloped  NIR  organic  lasers  are  much  more  stable  than
those in previously reported work.

 Conclusions
In  summary,  we  have  developed  an  effective  molecular
design strategy  for  NIR  organic  gain  materials  by  mer-
ging  two  in  one,  by  which  three  new  molecules,  DHN-
DMP,  DHN-DPP  and  DHN-DJP,  were  designed  and
synthesized  based  on  previously  reported  2’-hy-
droxychalcone  derivatives.  All  these  new  materials
showed dramatically redshifted emission compared with
their templated  molecules.  DFT  calculations  and  spec-
tral  studies  indicated  that  the  redshifts  are  attributed  to
not  only  the  expansion  of  conjugated  systems  but  also
the  ESDPT  process.  We  demonstrated  that  the  first
ESIPT  process  can  proceed  without  any  energy  barrier;
however, the second ESIPT process is inversible and, as a
result,  reaches  a  balance  between  TA*  and  TB*.  Laser
performance  studies  showed  that  all  the  materials  can
achieve NIR lasing from the TB* state, indicating the ad-
vantage  of  the  six-level  system  in  achieving  stimulated
emission. Furthermore,  the  structure  and property  rela-

tionships of our development gain materials are also sys-
tematically investigated,  demonstrating  that  both  in-
tramolecular  and  intermolecular  interactions  can  affect
the  laser  performance.  It  is  worth  mentioning  that  our
developed organic lasers showed high stability; in partic-
ular,  the DHN-DPP-based laser  can maintain high laser
intensity after 12000 pulses. This study not only provided
a  practical  method  for  the  development  of  new  organic
laser-active  materials  but  also  demonstrated  an  ESDPT
mechanism for NIR lasing, which will facilitate the devel-
opment and practical applications of NIR organic lasers.
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